Meet Insight, the next generation of secure, hosted e-discovery software from Catalyst, the company that pioneered litigation technology.

Lightning fast and infinitely scalable, Insight comes wrapped in a stunning, multi-browser interface that helps you see, understand and manage your documents as never before. Timelines, email maps and dynamic charting add a new dimension to your analysis. And that’s only the beginning.

As the first grid-based e-discovery platform, Insight was built for big data and the largest cases and regulatory investigations in the world.

You get a scalable, multi-lingual platform that covers the heart of the litigation lifecycle: from automated processing to production. Your team gets the power of our visual analytics and Predictive Ranking, which helps them win your case. Everyone benefits through lower total costs and the ability to reuse data.

"Catalyst has built the most powerful interface we've ever seen for searching complex content."

Miles Kehoe, President, New Idea Engineering, Inc.
(Leading Enterprise Search Consulting Group)

Take a closer look at www.catalystsecure.com/insight  1-877-557-4273